ART

4 New York Studios Then & Now. Editor
Artists: Zarina Hashmi | George Nelson Preston | George Hildrew
Scott Kahn | Ishar Patkin | Hiroshi Senju | Leila Pinto
Michela Martello | Shahzia Sikander | Jaishri Abichandani
Julie Mehretu | Salman Toor

PERFORMING ARTS

34 Move Like A Flame. Michael Mao in conversation with the Editor
40 Music and Metaphysics. Steve Coleman in conversation with Anil Prasad

PHOTOESSAY

44 My Camera Is My Passport. Steve McCurry
50 When the Street Speaks. Cheryl Dunn
58 Black Is Beautiful. Jamel Shabazz

POETRY

66 Manhattan | Passage to India [From Leaves of Grass]. Walt Whitman
68 Daydreams for Ginsberg. Jack Kerouac
69 Is About. Allen Ginsberg
70 Instructions For the Erection of a Statue To Myself in Central Park | City Autumn, The 104 Bus. Colette Inez
71 Ratner’s Deli Was Not. George Nelson Preston
72 Walking through the Eastside. Erica Jong
73 Ode to the Hudson, Alan Brit
74 Rant | Geography. Rafiq Kadiwari
75 I Want to Be Jupiter. Stephanie Dickinson

LIFE

76 We Are Latino, We Are You. Jose Rodeiro
Artists: Pablo Caviedes | Ricardo Fonseca | Sergio Villamizar
Duda Penna | Williams Coronado | Josephine Barreiro | Roberto Marquez
Jose Rodeiro | Gabriel Navar | Mel Ramos | Raul Villareal | Ray Arcadio

90 Serie Stories. Two Restaurants in Early 20th C., New York. Vivek Bald

VIEWS

96 Island City. Meena Alexander
97 Hounds of Harlem. George Nelson Preston

CINEMA

104 Cinema New York. Aseem Chhabra

PERSONA

108 Forever Feisty Erica Jong. In conversation with the Editor
“I was born in Lahore, Pakistan. My painting explores multiple modes of storytelling through the lens of New York City, a place of integration and turmoil that is still coming to terms with its underrepresented narratives, including its African-American history. Many issues arise: not just questions of wealth and class, but of trade, global economics, crime, capitalism, race and personal identity.

My interest in juxtaposing hip-hop and Indo-Persian miniature painting, the primary medium of my narratives, is in taking these two disparate forms and letting the dissonance find a detour. For me, the process of juxtaposing is an exercise in reflection and discovery. It not only allows space for anticipation and re-interpretation, but can also spark new engagements and reflection.”—SS

Shahzia Sikander [b. 1969] studied Indo-Persian miniature painting under a traditional master at The National College of Arts in Lahore. She later attended The Rhode Island School of Design in the U.S. Sikander was the first to pioneer an unorthodox use of Mughal miniature painting in the 90s. Her work is included in the collections of The Museum of Modern Art, The Whitney Museum of American Art, The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden and The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, among others, and has been shown in places like Venice, Copenhagen, New Delhi, Seoul, Tokyo, Shanghai, Istanbul, Berlin, Sharjah, London, Dhaka and Sydney. Shahzia Sikander lives and works in NYC.
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